SELECTED NEW JUDAICA ACQUISITIONS, OCTOBER 2014

- A -

AGGADA

- B -

BIBLE -- HAGIOGRAPHA -- CRITICISM, INTERPRETATION, ETC.

BIBLE -- PENTATEUCH -- COMMENTARIES


BIBLE -- PENTATEUCH -- CRITICISM, INTERPRETATION, ETC.

BIBLE -- PROPHETS -- COMMENTARIES

BIBLE -- PSALMS -- COMMENTARIES

- C -

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW -- ISRAEL

- D -

DONATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES, ETC. (JEWISH LAW)
- E -

EDUCATION, HIGHER -- ISRAEL
JUDAICA LC321 .Y58 2013. Click for full catalog record.

- F -

- G -

- H -

HANUKKAH -- UNITED STATES
JUDAICA BM695.H3 A84 2013. Click for full catalog record.

HOLOCAUST (JEWISH THEOLOGY)
In the beginning there was the Holocaust: a spiritual journey back into the abysses of Jewish history / Mosheh Shner. Yerushalayim: Ḥotsaʻat sefarim ʻa. sh. Y.L. Magnes, ha-Universiṭah ha-ʻIvrit, 2013.
JUDAICA BM645.H6 S56 2013. Click for full catalog record.

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945), IN MOTION PICTURES

- I -

INTERNET -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
JUDAICA BM504 .R657 2001. Click for full catalog record.

- J -

JEWISH LAW -- HISTORY
JUDAICA BM520.52 .A4313 2013. Click for full catalog record.

JEWISH WOMEN -- BIOGRAPHY -- JUVENILE LITERATURE
Remarkable Jewish women: rebels, rabbis, and other women from biblical times to the present / by Emily Taitz and Sondra Henry. Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, c1996.
JUDAICA DS115.2 .T34 1996. Click for full catalog record.

JEWISH WOMEN -- PRAYER-BOOKS AND DEVOTIONS -- HEBREW

JEWS -- CHINA -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY
JEWS -- HISTORY -- JUVENTILE LITERATURE


JUDAISM

JUDAISM -- HISTORY -- ANCIENT PERIOD -- SOURCES

JUDAISM -- SACRED BOOKS
JUDAICA BS1225.52 .W95 2005. Click for full catalog record.

JUDAISM -- SEPHARDIC RITE -- STUDY AND TEACHING

- K -
- L -
- M -

MAIMONIDES, MOSES, 1135-1204 -- MISHNEH TORAH -- COMMENTARIES
Ḥidushe Maran Riz ha-Leyi: ḥidushim u-veurim ‘al ha-Rambam. Yerushalayim: [h. mo. l.], 773 [2012 or 2013].
JUDAICA BM520.84 .S624 1997. Click for full catalog record.

MIDRASH
JUDAICA BM503.5 .S73 1931. Click for full catalog record.


MISHNAH -- AVOT -- COMMENTARIES
The living Talmud; the wisdom of the Fathers and its classical commentaries, selected and translated with an essay by Judah Goldin. [Chicago] University of Chicago Press [©1957].
JUDAICA BM506 .A23 G6. Click for full catalog record.

- **N** -

**NEW MOON -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS -- JUDAISM**


- **O** -

**ORTHODOX JUDAISM -- UNITED STATES**


- **P** -

**PROVERBS, HEBREW**


JUDAICA PN6519.H5 T35 1942. Click for full catalog record.

**PUBLIC PROSECUTORS -- GERMANY -- BIOGRAPHY**


JUDAICA KK185.H33 R93 2014. Click for full catalog record.

- **Q** -

- **R** -

**RABBINICAL LITERATURE -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM**


JUDAICA BM496.5 .U52 1975. Click for full catalog record.

- **S** -

**SABBATH**

Sabbath, the day of delight, by Abraham E. Millgram. Philadelphia, The Jewish publication Society of America, [5705-1944].

JUDAICA BM685 .M47 1944. Click for full catalog record.

**SABBATH -- MEDITATIONS**


**SYNAGOGUES -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY**


- **T** -

**TALMUD**


**TALMUD -- INTRODUCTIONS**

The Talmud: selected writings / translated by Ben Zion Bokser; introduced by Ben Zion Bokser and Baruch M. Bokser; preface by Robert Goldenberg. New York: Paulist Press, [1989].

JUDAICA BM499.5.E5 B65 1989. Click for full catalog record.
TEN COMMANDMENTS

- U -
- V -
- W -

WAR CRIME TRIALS -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY

WOMEN IN JUDAISM

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 -- JEWISH RESISTANCE

- X -
- Y -
- Z -